
A Journey from Africa all the way to NYC- My Classroom.
(We’ll be stopping in: Cuba, Puerto Rico, Brazil, New Orleans and More...)
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The Building Blocks of Music - Part 1
Module 4: Cuban Fusion- The Tempo of Change - Cuba

Module Overview: 

Having left the African mainland, we will now continue our journey toward the Caribbean 

Islands. Cuba is the biggest of the Caribbean Islands and is a bright and colourful land which 

will leave you dazzled. It’s a place where old and new, native and modern, mesh into a 

colourful cultural tapestry including amazing food, art, and music. The music of Cuba 

reflects the idea of mixing, with influences from native Taino culture, Europe (Spain), and 

Africa. One of the dominant types of music in Cuba is Salsa, which means ‘sauce’.  Enhanced 

by its diverse musical ‘ingredients’, salsa music adds a lot of flavour to the life and culture of 

the Caribbean people.

Building on the foundations we set in the first 3 African modules we can begin to recognize 

the profound influence which African music has had around the world. Africa’s music, 

rhythm and message can be clearly heard in Cuba and the Caribbean. 

In module 4 our focus will begin to shift from the system of music (discussed in the first 3 

modules). Our journey will take us on a deeper exploration of the ‘Medium’ or ‘building 

blocks’ of music. This includes understanding what sound is, how sound is made, and how 

we can use music to communicate and relate to one another.. We’ll explore the sounds of 

the drum, tempo, pitch, dynamics, and rhythmic punctuation. Enjoy all of this over fruit 

batidas, coffee, sweets, and the sounds of Cuban Rumba music in the city square. 

‘Bienvenido a Cuba’ - Welcome to Cuba.

Module Highlights: 

Theme: The Medium - The Building Blocks:  Melody, Harmony, Rhythm (Tempo, Dynamics, 

Pitch)

Setting: Caribbean - Cuba

Instruments:  Djembe Drum & Claves

Lessons: 

Musical Culture and Theory: Tempo, Cuban Son music.

Life Skills: Leadership and communication.

STEAM: Instrument Design and Construction. Math: Fractions - Whole Notes and Half Notes





The Building Blocks of Music - part 2
Module 5: A Dynamic Conversation - Puerto Rico

Module Overview: 

As the sun sets in Puerto Rico (“Rich Port”), the volume rises as the tiny coquí frog begins its 

evening chorale, and locals and visitors are serenaded by the "Koh Kee" sound of its melody. 

The island was once filled with millions of these frogs from a number of different species, 

but today only 17 species remain, and a few of them are endangered as a result of 

deforestation. But just like the Puerto Rican people, they are resilient and their voices are 

loud, and they will be heard. This is why the coquí is the perfect national symbol for Puerto 

Rico: small island, small frog, BIG VOICE.

Like Cuba, Puerto Rico’s culture is a lively mix of African, Taíno, and Spanish influences. This 

fusion extends to almost every aspect of Puerto Rican life. You’ll experience this diversity 

everywhere on the Island. The music, architecture, and arts bring together instruments, 

rhythms and sounds from eras and places as distant from each other as 18th century West 

Africa and medieval Spain.

This module is a continuation of the previous module set in Cuba. We will continue our 

journey onward to explore ‘The Medium’,  the building blocks of music through the lens of 

musical Puerto Rico. 

Module Highlights: 

Theme:  The Medium - The Building Blocks:   Communication and Dynamics

Setting: Caribbean - Puerto Rico

Instruments:  Djembe Drum & Maracas

Lessons: 

Musical Culture and Theory:  Puerto Rican Bomba music

Life Skills: Leadership and communication.

STEAM: Instrument Design and Construction. Math: Fractions - Whole Notes and Half Notes
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The Message - Putting Ourselves 
Into The Music - part 1
Module 6: Brazilian Carnaval - a Parade of Self Expression - 
Brazil, South America

Module Overview: 

Like Cuba and Puerto Rico, Brazil is also a land with a rich diversity of cultures, the fruit of 

the exchanges between Portuguese colonizers, former African slaves and Amerindians. This 

mixing of cultures brought different traditions to the Brazilian people which are celebrated 

with fervor. In this module, we will continue our journey from the Caribbean to Brazil in 

South America.

Brazil is the fifth largest country in the world, whose population is descended from 

immigrants from over 50 countries, and where indigenous tribal people still roam the 

Amazon jungles untouched by modern society. Indeed,  Brazil is a broad and complex place. 

With such a rich history comes a rich tapestry of folk traditions, music, dance, art, and 

literature. Brazilians are renowned for their love of dance and music and for the annual 

festivals that give them a good reason to enjoy both. In this module, we will get to 

experience the most famous of them, the Carnaval of Brazil. 

In continuation of the last 2 modules which focused on ‘The Medium; - The building blocks 

of music’,  this module will shift focus to ‘The Message’. We will explore the beauty in music 

and art and the things which move us creatively. We will experiment with putting ourselves, 

our thoughts and feelings into our music. We will also discuss the musical genre and 

finding our own unique sound. We can now begin to design and create something beautiful 

to express. People are listening! What do you have to say!? 

Module Highlights: 

Theme:  The Message - (Putting Ourselves Into The Music)

Setting: South America - Brazil

Instruments:  Djembe Drum, Agogo Bells & Caxixi

Lessons: 

Musical Culture and Theory: Musical Solos, Samba Music

Life Skills: Leadership and communication.

STEAM: Instrument Design and Construction. Math: Fractions - Whole Notes and Half Notes
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Preparing for recital 
& �nal recital






